Abstract: This article addresses the transposition of H.C. Andersen's literary production to comics and graphic novels; a vast, though little explored, field of research. It furnishes a brief overview of the work done by comic art creators in approaching the adaptation of Andersen, and proceeds to analyse Historien om en mor, Peter Madsen's 2004 graphic novel adaptation of Andersen's Historien om en Moder from 1848. As Madsen's version is predominantly visual, employing images and sequences rather than words in the re-telling of the fairy tale, the investigation is presented as a semiotic analysis drawing on the tools provided by Thierry Groensteen's The System of Comics (2007; ed. orig. Système de la bande dessinée, 1999). Categories scrutinised as meaning makers include gridding, braiding, page layout, and the handling of the dimension of time, with the ultimate aim of describing how the media affordances of comics, in the hands of a true craftsman, add depth and complexity to the re-narration of Andersen's original.
Introduction
With its fine artwork and masterfully arranged narration, the aesthetic appreciation of Peter Madsen's graphic novel Historien om en mor (Madsen 2004 ) is instantaneous. Articulated as a preponderantly visual transposition of H.C. Andersen's 1848 tale Historien om en Moder (Andersen 1964 ), Madsen's poetic adaptation lets the action unfold chiefly through images and reduces the source text to parsimonious dialogue and sporadic captions.
1 Through a meticulous composition displaying a great variety in page layout by alternating regular grids with splash pages and spectacular inclusive panels hosting insets, Madsen constructs meaning by making brilliant use of the specific mechanisms of the comics medium. The morphology of the visual language in Historien om en mor is at the core of the present investigation. The following analysis will, to a large extent, rely on the tools provided in Thierry Groensteen's The System of Comics (Groensteen 2007; ed. orig. Système de la bande dessinée, 1999) , a work in which the Belgian scholar argues for an understanding of the ninth art as a system primarily speaking "by and through images" (Beaty and Nguyen 2007 , ix) − not words. As we will see, Peter Madsen's sophisticated craftsmanship and intense awareness of the expressive potentialities of a form of comics where the image is the true vehicle of storytelling, make Historien om en mor particularly suitable for a semiotic analysis of the kind outlined by Groensteen − above and beyond the sheer beauty of the album.
Andersen and comic art
To scholars working in the field of adaptation studies, the name of H.C. Andersen is likely to sound as inspiring as awe-inspiring, with his tales being illustrated and adapted in various ways all over the world presumably on a daily basis. Accordingly, the stripping of Andersen is an elusive research topic bound to take on colossal dimensions. Even so, questions regarding the ways in which Andersen's work has appealed to comic art creators have, on the whole, received little scholarly attention. The number of articles dedicated to the visualisation of his fairy tales as comics and graphic novels stands as inversely proportional to the amount of work originating in Andersen's production. In a handful of critical essays, Scandinavian scholars have focussed on issues such as Disney's comic strip version of The Ugly Duckling from the 1950s (Nielsen 1977) , as well as the series Frit efter H.C. Andersen produced by Carlsen Comics (Garde 1992; Barlby 1993; Kronborg 1995) . In addition, in a concise overview of comic art adaptations of Andersen's fairy tales, Fredrik Strömberg has brought attention to an issue of the Swedish children comics Bamse drawing on the work of Andersen, as well as to Rybka and Capezzone's H.C. Andersen Junior and to Peter Madsen's Historien om en mor (Strömberg 2005) .
For a rough stocktake of transpositions of Andersen's tales into the comics medium, the bibliographic database of the Hans Christian Andersen Centre in Odense is a good start. 2 The search engine lists 30 hits for the keyword ʻtegne-serie', among which 18 specifically refer to adaptations stemming from Andersen's fairy tale production. Eleven of the adaptations listed have been produced in Denmark within a period of nearly a hundred years. Surprisingly, these hits do not include more recent works like the aforementioned Carlsen Comics production in four volumes, scripted by Rune T. Kidde and drawn by Flemming Jeppesen (Kidde and Jeppesen 1991; 1992a; 1992b; 1994) , the series H.C. Andersen Junior by Jan Rybka and Thierry Capezzone (Rybka and Capezzone 2003; 2004; 2006; 2008; , Ingo Milton's Skyggen (Milton 1993) while Stefan Fjeldmark's graphic novel Snedronningen, which ran as a feuilleton in Jyllands-Posten for roughly a year in the early 1980s, offers the most experimental formal solutions to the stripping of H.C. Andersen (Fjeldmark 1984) .
The icon and the medium. On the adaptation of Historien om en Moder
In the search for methodological tools, the reading strategy underlying the present investigation departs from the voices that have questioned the very appropriateness of a term like 'adaptation', which seems to imply that a comparative perspective is the key for making sense of transmedial variations on a prototext. In the 1990s, André Gaudreault and Thierry Groensteen edited the volume La Transécri-ture. Pour une théorie de l'adaptation: littérature, cinéma, bande dessinée, théâtre, clip (Gaudreault and Groensteen 1998) , a work introducing the term transécriture by which the two scholars intended a form of re-writing through which the 'icon' of a source text is transferred to a different medium: "every reading of a text, every unique reading of a text, produces in the reader's mind what one could call an 'icon' of the text […] it is this icon of the text that the adapter will adapt by putting it through the 'mill' of another medium".
3 By using the term 'icon', Groensteen and Gaudreault aspired to capture the essence of the adapter's variation on the source text, while elements such as the outline of the plot or the character gallery, if maintained in the transécriture, were indicated with the term 'loan' (Gaudreault 1998, 269: "emprunt") . As proposed in conclusion to the volume (Groensteen 1998, 273) , the strategy for studying these 'loans' sweeps over different textual levels with the aim of investigating, for example, the fabula (aspects including, but not limited to, variations in narrative structure, time and place, characters), the discourse (how the adapter's interpretation of the source text might be influenced by the cultural, social, historical, or ideological clime in which the new version is born), or the medium (focus on how these loans, when transferred to a different context, depend on formal solutions proper to the new medium). With reference to the categories above, Historien om en mor hardly reads as a re-arrangement of Andersen's fabula. Historien om en Moder is a tale about grief with a strong religious message: a child dies and the mother-protagonist, who desperately wants her child back, goes through a series of ordeals in her search for the lost child before she resigns to God's inscrutable will and, in the end, accepts the mystery of death. Although Madsen's version bears the subtitle "frit efter et eventyr av H.C. Andersen", the graphic novel adaptation does not interfere with characters or chronology in Andersen's tale and also draws close to the original plot and phrasing, though emphasising, through the wording "Jeg er kun... en mor" (Madsen 2004, 60 ; my italics), the protagonist's hard-won acceptance of being but a human with a limited vision of God's impenetrable omniscience. Thus leaving the subtext with its Christian values intact, neither the temporal distance nor the socio-cultural context of the 21st century have brought about significant changes in the discourse. Hence, while Gaudreault and Groensteen's categories of fabula and discourse seem irrelevant to an adaptation study of Madsen's graphic novel, a reflection upon the third parameter, the medium, will instead reveal how the comics format opens up unique narrative possibilities in the re-telling of Historien om en Moder. In particular, I will attempt a twofold analysis focussing, on the one hand, on how the breakdown into panels affects the narration and, on the other, on Madsen's handling of time, which differs from the temporal dimension in the source text, but reveals thematically congenial to the depiction of the mother's anguish and desperation. Because of the attention devoted to the psychological time of the mother at the deathbed of her child, I take the representation of her fight against time to be the dominant in the source text, the 'icon' which is passed through the mill of the medium of comics.
Gridding, braiding, and the rhetoric of the page
In order to grasp how the medium-specific spaces of comics -balloon, panel, strip, page, double-page spread -are configured, function, and interact to cre-ate meaning in Historien om en mor, the investigation into the syntax of Madsen's visual narrative will be undertaken by making use of Thierry Groensteen's theorisation of the "spatio-topical system" of comics (Groensteen 2007, 24-102) . Groensteen's description of the spatio-topical structure in comics departs from the unit of the page. Through the practice of gridding, the comics creator appropriates the page by breaking it down into panels whose form, area, and site can be taken into account in order to construct meaning. The choice of circumscribing each panel with a frame, thus electing "a privileged fragment" (40) for contemplation, opens up a range of possibilities regarding the function of this delimitation. Groensteen identifies six basic functions of the frame, first of which is the function of closure (40-43). Perhaps best explained in Scott McCloud's Understanding Comics, "closure" is the ʻgrammar' of comic art, a term used to describe how the comics reader looks at fragments but mentally interprets these as a totality (McCloud 1994, 67) . As opposed to the function of closure, which connects distinct panels into a continuum of interdependent images, Groensteen's "separative" function indicates that each panel, on the other hand, can be read on its own as if the frame played the role of a punctuation mark in a verbal message (Groensteen 2007, 43) . The third, "rhythmic", function, which, as we will see, is crucial to Madsen's interpretation of time in Historien om en mor, emphasises how framing in comic art "rhythmically distributes the tale that is entrusted to it" (45). According to its form (rectangular, square, circular, irregular, etc.), the frame can also have a "structuring" function (46-49), in that it guides the reader's gaze. Fifth on the list is the "expressive" function, highlighting the message or the meaning of the narrative it is framing (49). Groensteen warns against assuming that regular frames automatically correspond to order and rationality, remarking that a classic layout can be a significant exception to the rule in contemporary comics, where "all configurations of pages have been authorized" (49). Groensteen's last function, defined as the "readerly" function, indicates to the reader that even "an apparently trivial detail" (56), if enclosed in a frame, asks to be registered, contemplated, and read.
As to the syntax of the page in Madsen's graphic novel, the first part of the story, set inside the cottage where the mother tends to her agonising child, is devoid of the striking inclusive panels with insets that become characteristic of the page layout in the latter part of the album. Although these panels vary in size, the use of regular grids on pages 5 to 13 is well-suited to the rendering of the monotony of the long hours that the mother spends at the bedside of her sick child. Besides its expressive function, the choice of gridding also allots a regular rhythm to the narration. This repetitive pattern is further underscored by the systematic ticking of the ever-present clock hanging on the wall (an object that is not mentioned in Andersen's fairy tale before its lead weight falls to the ground in the very instant that the child dies, [Andersen 1964, 161] ), which is visualised in capital letters interfering with panels and strips (Madsen 2004, 14;  fig. 3 ). Another aspect of repetition as a rhetorical device with a rhythmic function is present in this sequence of panels framing, alternately, the clock and the mother. By connecting two apparently disconnected elements within the scene, Madsen makes the reader become aware of the strong relationship between the mother's vain attempts to keep her child alive and time that has no mercy.
As structural devices, repetition and reiteration are closely related to the kind of compositional relationship defined as "braiding" in Groensteen's study (2007, (144) (145) (146) (147) (148) (149) (150) (151) (152) (153) (154) (155) (156) (157) (158) . In a manner not unlike the way that rhyme or alliteration work in a verbal message, 'braiding' organises a visual narrative by connecting its components, thus having the effect of making us see the graphic story as a network imbued with echoes and recollections. An example from Historien om en mor will clarify how braiding works as a dialogue with semantic consequences between pages. While Andersen in his fairy tale makes no mention of the geophysical surroundings, Madsen finds it necessary to contextualise the setting, in line with what is known as ʻreverse ekphrasis' in comics studies. 4 When representing the little house where the mother lives with her young child, it is worth noting that the panels showing the cottage from the outside possess, as Groensteen would put it, the same "spatio-topical coordinates within their respective pages" (151), thus creating a 'rhyme' with the neighbouring pages (Madsen 2004, 8, 10 , 13 and 17; fig. 4 ). If, as Groensteen observes (29), the parameter of ʻsite', i. e., the panel's location on the page, can be relevant to the construction of meaning, we need to be attentive to the fact that the image of the house closes every sequence. The house occupies the terminal position, hence coinciding with the last step in the reading process of the page. The next question regards the scope: how do we establish if there is more to the procedure of braiding than plain decoration or an exhibition of formal virtuosity? As a means to create a semantic field revolving around the house, the braiding here functions as a bearer of meaning: firstly, with its single lit window displaying a cross-patterned window frame, the image of the house foreshadows the story's theme and deeper meaning − it alludes to death, sorrow, and melancholy, but also to the Christian message in the tale. Secondly, when observing these panels as a series, one notices that the distance to the house steadily increases -a somewhat uncanny detail making it hard to identify the homodiegetic onlooker. If, at first glance, one would assume the perspective to be that of Death approaching, this increasing distance to the house comes across as a paradox. The growing distance really tells of somebody leaving the house. My assumption then is that the perspective is that of the dying child on the verge of abandoning the physical world. This interpretation is in line with another famous representation of a dying child and its mother, namely Edvard Munch's Det syke barn ( fig. 5 ).
is filled up with furniture or, alternatively, left deliberately empty, but in both cases a decision has been made that the author of the novel could evade". Not only is Madsen's vision (2004, 10) , composition-wise, closely related to Munch's image, but it also resonates with the Norwegian painter's view on the moment of death, in his diaries formulated time and again into the succinct phrase "vi dør ikke, verden dør fra os". 5 In an insightful comment to Munch's Det syke barn, the Danish art historian P.E. Tøjner interprets this statement as follows: "smerten er derfor hos den, der bliver tilbage [...] billedet handler ikke om dødsangst, men om at blive forladt. Det er moderen, der maerker døden og skjuler sit ansigt i fortvivlelse [...] det er vor verden, tingenes verden, den der altid bliver tilbage" (Tøjner 2000, 14-15) . Back to the question of gridding as a meaning maker. When Madsen first breaks the rectangular gridding he does so to mark a dramatic highlight in the story: that very moment when the mother wakes up and realises that her child is gone (Madsen 2004, 15; fig. 6 ). This black page, visualising the darkness of the unknown into which mother and child are about to fall, is designed as an inclusive panel hosting a close-up of the mother's startled face and a sequence of panels dedicated to the child, whose profile, panel by panel, grows indistinct until it disappears into the shadows. To heighten the sense of drama, the page is crisscrossed with the onomatopoetic "tik-tak" of the clock. While the distance between the two words constantly increases, the size of the letters is gradually reduced until they vanish into a red glare at the bottom of the page. Benefitting from the readerly action of turning the page, Madsen confirms that the ticking, as a fact, corresponds to the beating of the child's heart which grows feebler and feebler until it stops as the clock, in first panel of the following page, crashes to the floor, smearing the wall behind it blood-red in the fall (Madsen 2004, 16 ). From this moment onwards the use of inclusive panels with insets becomes characteristic of the page layout. 6 In Historien om en mor, the inclusive panel often represents a landscape or a scene offering the background to the events taking place in the insets. As a rule, any action in the inclusive panel is frozen to a standstill, as opposed to the succession of consecutive moments represented in the inset strips. An exception to this rule can be found on page 26, where the relationship between the inclusive panel and the inset strips is metonymic, with the inclusive panel representing an overview of the whole scene while the insets frame details of this totality ( fig. 8 ).
Time as 'icon'
The issue of Madsen's handling of time can be fruitfully addressed with reference to form as a creator of meaning. While Andersen's tale is just five pages long, Madsen, though reducing the written text significantly, draws a standard 64-page album out of the source text. As to the handling of time, the different narrative techniques of the two authors are striking and can be compared by recurring to Gérard Genette's analysis of the use of speed in a narrative (Genette 1988, 33-37; Chatman 1980, 67-78) . Drawing on Genette's theorisation, Seymour Chatman distinguishes between "story-time", the duration of time in the fictional universe, and "discourse time", i. e., the length of time taken up by the telling (or reading) of the text (Chatman 1980, 162) . While Andersen's rapidly advancing discourse time unrolls through summaries and ellipses, Madsen, on the other hand, repeatedly slows down the narration by stretching out the discourse time in the graphic novel to make it exceed the story-time. Three examples will illustrate this strategy.
In the introductory paragraph to Historien om en Moder, Andersen (1964, 160) writes: "Der sad en Moder hos sit lille Barn, hun var saa bedrøvet, saa bange for at det skulde døe. Det var saa blegt, de smaa Øine havde lukket sig, det trak saa sagte Veiret, og imellem med et dybt Drag ligesom om det sukkede; og Moderen saae endnu mere sorrigfuld paa den lille Sjael". The discourse time (four and a half lines) is close to nil and the same must be said about the story-time, which is not specified but most likely amounts to the time it takes for the child to breathe in and out. In contrast, Madsen's visualisation of Andersen's first paragraph is stretched out to cover the first six and a half pages of the graphic novel, while the hands of the clock on the wall show that hours go by. Nevertheless, Madsen is rather concentrating on the description of a psychological time proper to a mother who is waiting in vain for her child to recover. That the hours go by slowly in the graphic universe is bolstered implicitly by the use of reiterative action (numerous panels are configured as variations on the same scene representing the mother at the child's bedside) and explicitly, in captions stating that the mother sings to make time pass − "Hun sang stadig sangene hver aften / Men var det egentlig ham, hun sang dem for... / eller var det, fordi de gjorde natten kortere...?" (Madsen 2004, 8 ; italics corresponding to bold characters in the original) − and that this is but one of many nights in which the mother is counting the hours: "Natten faldt på, endnu en af disse naetter, hvor hun talte timerne..." (Madsen 2004, 10) .
The following two examples articulately demonstrate Madsen's strategy of slowing down the discourse time through the breaking down of the narration into several smaller units. Accordingly, a single line taken from Andersen's tale, "Men den stakkels Moder løb ud af Huset og raabte paa sit Barn" (Andersen 1964, 161) , is substituted by a silent double page in the graphic novel (Madsen 2004, 18-19;  fig. 7 ). In this inclusive panel, the graphic artist foreshadows the mother's encounter with her first helper, the dark-clad woman who is to show her the way through the forest, while the woman's flight out into the snowstorm is rendered in pantomime inset strips. In these sequences, the passage from panel to panel is logically motivated and of the kinetic "moment-to-moment" kind, to use McCloud's terminology (1994, 70) . By placing images side by side, Madsen is analysing the woman's staggering movements and also inviting the reader to stop, detect and estimate the weight of her efforts. Again, this strategy has a rhythmic effect on the reading process: it slows down the speed of narration and extends the discourse time. In line with the function of slow motion sequences in film, Madsen's narrative technique highlights the dynamics of the action (the bodily movements) and heightens the sense of drama.
The same can be observed in the case of the blackthorn bush-episode, which takes up three whole pages (Madsen 2004, 26-28;  fig. 8 ) in the visualisation of the following sentence: "Og hun trykkede Tornebusken til sit Bryst, saa fast, for at den ret kunde opvarmes, og Tornene gik lige ind i hendes Kjød, og hendes Blod flød i store Draaber, men Tornebusken skjød friske grønne Blade og der kom Blomster paa i den kolde Vinter-Nat, saa varmt var der ved en bedrøvet Moders Hjerte; og Tornebusken sagde hende Veien, som hun skulde gaae" (Andersen 1964, 161) . The textless double-page spread silently captures the dramatic embrace, in the course of which the mother nourishes the bush with her heart's blood, by separating her movements and those of the blossoming bush into single stills, each requiring the reader to pause and observe.
Another element conferring a slow rhythm to the narration is the handling of the verbal statements. Throughout the album, rather than creating a single caption or word balloon for each utterance, even short lines are divided into two separate balloons -at times united by a link as if to obtain two utterances divided by a pause (Madsen 2004, 13) . In addition to regulating the rhythm of the discourse time, this strategy also seems to depend on the will to adapt the speech balloons to the panel in order to interfere as little as possible with the image. On occasion, captions are placed so as to overlap the panels in a strip (Madsen 2004, 29 and 44) , a choice that seems to depend on the will to economise with the word in a story predominantly told through visual means. Again, the written narrative is kept to a minimum, summarising in a few words what the strip tells in four panels, and it occupies a minimum of space, leaving the page to the drawings.
Concluding comments
The reading of Peter Madsen's adaptation of H.C. Andersen's Historien om en Moder has led us to focus on how narrative strategies specific to the medium of comics can be employed to inform the reader and enhance the narration for example by recurring to silent images that capture the poetry in Andersen's prose. While many graphic transpositions of works of literature come across as abridgements heavily comprising the source text, Madsen, by contrast, amplifies the discourse time by slowing down the rhythm of the narration in a manner congenial both to the theme of suffering and to underscoring the dramatic highlights of the tale. This is the first in a series of elements that have served to bring to the fore the ways in which the transposition into a new medium affects the telling of an old tale. Through the example of the semantic field created by the panels framing the house from the outside and from a steadily increasing distance, we have seen how the use of braiding, rather than being decorative, is, in Groensteen's words, rich in "narrative consequences and symbolic implications" (2007, 158) . The intriguing perspective maintained in these panels, in combination with the intericonic references to Edvard Munch's Det syke barn, add depth and complexity to the narration by opening up new possibilities of interpretation. Through various examples of Madsen's organisation of sequences, gridding, and lettering we have looked at how the page layout can be meaningful in a graphic narrative. The episode with the falling clock has served to demonstrate one of the ways in the graphic artist can benefit from the turning of the page as a narrative strategy rich in surprises, an eye-opener characteristic of the medium of comics. Far from wanting to set up a hierarchy between different forms of storytelling, the investigation into media affordances specific to comics when studying the stripping of H.C. Andersen has been carried out in order to draw attention to what a graphic novel adaptation can do that its literary source cannot.
